Remarkable
Retailers 2019
In-store experience, sustainability and
beyond: Retail success stories and advice
from nine innovative Australian retailers
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• Biome, whose stores have become synonymous with Australia’s environmentally friendly lifestyle and lead
the way when it comes to bringing eco-products to the market while attracting a fiercely loyal customer
base.
• Swish Fashion, a concept inspired by a gap in stylish, high-quality clothing at a reasonable price for plus-size
women while pursuing the need to challenge cultural attitudes towards plus-sized fashion.
• Beechworth Honey, led by a fourth-generation beekeeper whose new approach to the industry is gaining
deserved attention by educating Australians on the importance of bees for food security, while showcasing
Beechworth’s diverse range of products, and opening brick and mortar stores dedicated to providing that
experience.

INNOVATION INDEX

We encourage you to check out these Remarkable Retailers and be inspired by their experiences on the
upcoming pages.
In the meantime, as the modern voice of Australian retail, we at the NRA will continue to work tirelessly to
promote the best interests of retailers large and small across this country. It’s not easy being an independent
retailer, which is why it is so rewarding to see these inspirational retailers’ winning formulae brought to life.

Community
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Vend Veteran

– DOMINIQUE LAMB, CEO, NRA
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LUC Design

INSPIRING INTERIORS
FOUNDED: 2013
LOCATED: Tasmania, one store
RETAILER: Lucy Given, founder
When envisioning Tasmania, food, wine, and untamed wilderness come to mind. Lucy
Given, the founder of LUC Design, is adding interior design to that list. Her innovative
one-stop interior design shop has been a hit with both tourists and locals.
“Our motto is ‘buy once, buy well’. That doesn’t always mean spending more, it means
buying something that brings you joy, that you will care for, and even later on, pass it on
to someone else,” Lucy says.
LUC Design stocks an impressive array of high-end items from established brands
alongside eclectic pieces sourced from around the globe.
Lucy opened her brick and mortar store in 2013 with the aim to inspire people to make
considered choices when they purchase items.
Her goal isn’t to only provide her customers with the most “beautiful and unique designs,”
she is also determined to put Tasmania on the map as a go-to location for interior design.
“We have positioned ourselves in the heart of Hobart to help establish Tasmania’s status in
the international design realm,” she explains. “Some amazing work comes out of the state,

LUCY GIVEN, FOUNDER

According to Lucy, the addition of MONA (the Museum of
Old and New Art) “has made people recognise Tasmania as a
cultural destination.” And the result is more tourists and more
business. “The sheer number of people that pass by now is
quite unusual for us, in comparison to that on the mainland
and from major cities.”
Tasmania is now a year-round destination thanks to its winter
festival, Dark Mofo. Before the festival, Lucy describes winter
as “a dead time of year for Hobart.” Vend data reinforces her
claim, revealing that LUC Design has benefited from a 14 per
cent increase in sales for June and July year on year in the
past two years.
When asked about her company’s success, Lucy mentioned
technology’s indispensable role: “Technology has been
intrinsic in the growth of the business,” she says. “When
I started out, keeping track of inventory and sales was
extremely basic and clunky.”
Lucy’s advice to new retailers is to invest in an accounting
and point of sale package, “Although I was a very small store
when I started, I wish I had adopted the right technology

so we want to elevate our local designers to reach the level that our food and wine has.”

much earlier. You think small retailers need not worry about

In 2018, LUC Design expanded its range and launched its own brand, LUCASA. The

such as inventory, reporting and our detailed customer bank.”

brand collaborates with other local businesses and explores the idea of Tasmanian brand
identity. LUCASA’s stunning Instagram “shot by an amazing local food photographer and
stylist,” showcases Tasmania’s food and wine scene alongside beautiful quality linens and
other designer items.
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“Our motto is ‘buy
once, buy well’. That
doesn’t always mean
spending more, it
means buying
something that brings
you joy, that you will
care for, and even
later on, pass it on to
someone else.”

it, however, it’s been invaluable to help keep track of things,

The Tasmanian tourism industry is booming like never before,
and businesses like LUC Design keep people coming back for
a mix of local culture and new age design.
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“We are driven by doing
what’s right for the
community, not what’s
easy or most profitable,
and operate at a level
which recognises the
environmental impact
of businesses and holds
them accountable for it.”
TRACEY BAILEY, FOUNDER

Biome

SUSTAINABLE RETAIL
FOUNDED: 2003
LOCATED: Queensland, five stores
RETAILER: Tracey Bailey, founder & Managing Director
Queensland based retailer Biome is truly ahead of the curve in eco-friendly retail. Since the inception of the
iconic brand, Australia has become synonymous with an environmentally friendly lifestyle.
“When we started Biome 15 years ago, we were the only eco-store in Australia and, at that point, the
internet was in its infancy,” Tracey, founder and Managing Director, explains. “Now, the connectedness of
the world and the rate at which people can access information has contributed to the exponential growth in
conscious consumerism.”
Unlike most businesses, Biome’s main focus is not on profit, but instead, sustainability and the health of
the planet: “We are driven by doing what’s right for the community, not what’s easy or most profitable, and
operate at a level which recognises the environmental impact of businesses and holds them accountable for it.”
Biome has five stores across Queensland and a booming online store. Vend data shows Biome has a loyal
customer base – with a 20 per cent repeat customer rate. Tracey claims this is due to their knowledgeable staff
and a brand mission that inspires consumers to do better.
And the results of their efforts have been outstanding. Tracey explains: “We helped customers save over 10
million single-use plastic items from waste, launched Australia’s first zero-waste beauty bar and implemented
a TerraCycle recycling program.” They were also the first Australian retailer to distribute reusable coffee cups,
and now they are considered the nationwide standard.
Even after all of their success, Tracey admits they’re still evolving and learning. “What is environmentally
friendly is not always black and white,” she says, “so we’re constantly taking on customer feedback and
evolving our processes to stay on top of that.”
With their revolutionary business model and devotion to keeping an open mind, Biome’s momentum won’t be
slowing down any time soon.
6
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Skate Connection
SKATING FOR SUCCESS

FOUNDED: 2013
LOCATED: Eight stores across Australia
RETAILER: Shelley Hedley & Brett Vowles, co-founders
Skate Connection is not your average retailer. They don’t just sell the best quality and selection of
skateboarding apparel and gear, they sponsor aspiring skateboarders, have their own team, and a fully
equipped skate park at their Newcastle location.
The innovative (and downright fun) business was founded by Shelley Hedley and Brett Vowles.
“When I started playing roller derby, I couldn’t find many places to buy roller skates, and when I did find
a stockist, they didn’t have what I was looking for,” Shelley explains.
She met husband Brett over 10 years ago, and they banded together in their mutual desire to make a
worthwhile retail store where consumers could find the best wheel-related sporting goods.
Now their stores have the largest selection of rollerblades and rollerskates, scooters and skateboards
in the country. Beyond their impressive stock selection, the retailer has converted its loyal following
into a community.

“At our skatepark in our Newcastle store, we
have lessons and open sessions so people
can try out their new ride.”
SHELLEY HEDLEY, CO-FOUNDER
“After getting on our feet for the first few years we decided we wanted to support young
people in their skating passions, so we started a team and sponsored a couple of up-andcoming riders. One of our skaters, Haylie, is only 13 and is already one of the top female
skateboarders in Australia. I know that her passion is to train for the Olympics one day and
we one hundred per cent support that.”
Shelley and Brett are dedicated not only to providing the best sporting gear, but also to
the people who participate in those sports — and that means people of all ages. “We
focus on families,” Shelley says. “It’s surprising how many adults come in and say ‘hey, I
remember doing this as a kid’, or parents who come in to help their children pick out a
scooter or skateboard and end up purchasing something for themselves!”
And the support doesn’t begin and end with purchase, Shelley explains: “At our skatepark
in our Newcastle store, we have lessons and open sessions so people can try out their
new ride. We teach six to 12 year olds and younger teenagers at the moment. However,
the long-term goal is to offer various sessions that cater to all ages, including adults.”
Looking ahead, Skate Connection plans to have a presence in every major city in Australia.
Currently, their expert staff visits local skateparks to hand out stickers and give away
free products.
Shelley is forthright with the main focus of their mission, which is to make “Australia fall in
love with skating.”
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Just Bliss Chocolates

COLOURFUL CONFECTIONERY

FOUNDED: 2011
LOCATED: Adelaide, one store
RETAILER: Gulcay Bateman, founder & owner

“We make a big effort to increase our social presence ahead of
Christmas and Easter when people are looking for sweet treats, as
those seasonal dates are key purchasing moments for us,” explains
Gulcay. “We like to be quirky in our designs so that when our

Gulcay Bateman launched Just Bliss Chocolates after noticing a gap in the Australian

customers look they think ‘oh, this would be perfect for this person’

confectionery market. There was no shortage of sweet treats available but the

and leave happy with that purchase.”

market was missing the wow factor. “We make handcrafted chocolates that are too
pretty to eat,” Gulcay explains. “Our chocolates pop with colour and look completely
different to conventional styles. We offer chocolates with a contemporary feel – from
gin and tonic through to chilli and lime – so, our flavours are out of the ordinary.”
Gulcay didn’t always aspire to be a chocolatier. “My background is in engineering and
business,” she explains, “so that’s really where my curiosity comes from in terms of
combining flavours to create new products and tastes for all ages.”

initially launching with a nationwide supplier, “we decided early on
that moving into brick and mortar would help us create a product
range that our customers wanted and added an in-house cafe not long
after launch to increase store dwell time.”

ahead. The retailer plans to launch personalised gift chocolates
through its site and is working on creating a wider range of vegan

years after launch, her innovative chocolate business is still going strong.

chocolate to meet consumer demand. Gulcay candidly divulges:

mastered the art of showing them off online. The retailer’s unique array of

GULCAY BATEMAN, FOUNDER

Just Bliss Chocolates have exciting things in the works for the year

It looks like a mix of business, engineering, and chocolate is a great recipe as, eight

Not only does Just Bliss have a knack for out-of-this-world chocolates, they’ve
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The retailer reflects on her decision to open the Adelaide store, after

“We make a big effort
to increase our social
presence ahead of
Christmas and Easter
when people are looking
for sweet treats, as
those seasonal dates are
key purchasing moments
for us.”

“We hope to create a range of coconut-based milk chocolate, instead
of dairy.”

multicoloured chocolates stand out from the competition, attracting over 5,000

There’s no denying this chocolate titan’s innovation has paid off in a

engaged followers on social media.

sweet way.
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Swish Fashion
FULL-FIGURED FASHION

Swish’s target audience is women between the sizes of 12
and 26, aged 45 and over – an influential demographic with

FOUNDED: 2000
LOCATED: Eight stores across Australia
RETAILER: Anita Carmody, Managing Director

Swish was inspired by a gap in the women’s clothing market that Anita Carmody couldn’t
ignore. When it came to plus-sized clothing she found that there was an evident lack of
stylish, high-quality merchandise. She had to do something about it.
“I’d worked across the fashion industry for several years, however I always believed it
was my destiny to create my own brand,” Anita explains. “So, with some trepidation, I
decided to give manufacturing a go myself and designed a 20 piece plus-size shirt range.
It was then that the Swish journey began, and the response from our customers ever
since has been overwhelming.”
Swish’s retail model isn’t only to provide plus-sized women with clothing options that
make them feel great, the company is also challenging the cultural attitude towards
plus-sized fashion. “Many designers and fashion labels don’t acknowledge the plus-size

“Our garments are cut
by our in-house cutter
and made by a team of
makers in Sydney, which
is highly unusual these
days.
Every piece is checked
throughout production
to ensure the quality is
perfect.”
ANITA CARMODY,
MANAGING DIRECTOR

lots of buying power.
Not only does Swish have an admirable cause, its clothing
is also ethically manufactured. Proudly, 90 per cent of
Swish’s merchandise is Australian made. “Our garments are
cut by our in-house cutter and made by a team of makers
in Sydney, which is highly unusual these days. Every piece
is checked throughout production to ensure the quality
is perfect.”
“We have taken many years to perfect our cut and pride
ourselves on the design of our beautiful fabrics,” she
continues, “it is our fabric that really tells the story.”
When reflecting on the essence of her business, Anita
focuses on the overlooked women her company is
designed to empower: “I feel like I’m doing a good deed
for society supplying under-served women with clothes
they deserve. I regularly hear customers say ‘I don’t wear

clothing industry; they either don’t believe in it, understand it, or want to avoid having

anything else but Swish’. Seeing happy customers return,

their name associated with it. My question was and still is – why can’t fuller-figured

for me, is our biggest success, and a testament to the good

women dress with style?” Anita says.

job we are doing,”
“Once people find Swish, they usually become very loyal to
the brand,” she concludes.
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Pigeonhole
PASSION TO PROFIT

FOUNDED: 2007
LOCATED: Seven stores across Australia
RETAILER: Johann Kim, founder
Do something you love. Johann Kim, founder of Pigeonhole, did just that. In the humble beginnings of his
business, Johann sold his handcrafted jewellery out of a suitcase while at university. His original plan was
to sell enough to support upcoming travels across Asia, but, he explains: “When I came back to Australia
I felt inspired to open a store of my own; selling the jewellery that I made and showcasing the cool
products I picked up during my travels.”
And Pigeonhole was born! The one-stop giftware store was first established in a tiny shop in Perth,
where Johann paid just $110 rent per week to show off his wares. Since then, the retailer has scaled
up considerably, with seven successful brick and mortar stores across Australia, and plans to expand
internationally, following the launch of a successful ecommerce site.
Despite his success Johann still runs his business with a wanderlust spirit, sourcing unique goods from
unexpected corners of the world. However, he recognises a growing shift in consumers wanting to uphold
local culture. “Our customers are excited by design from their own city or region,” Johann explains, which
is why the interior design of each of his stores is inspired by the local culture and community.

“Good customer service really stems from being part of
customers’ lives, so we showcase our loyal customers on social
media and engage with them by re-posting their images.”
JOHANN KIM, FOUNDER

Culture isn’t the only thing on Johann’s mind, after all, every culture is made
up of individuals. That’s why Johann also makes an effort to connect with
everyone who walks through the door. “Good customer service really stems
from being part of customers’ lives, so we showcase our loyal customers on
social media and engage with them by re-posting their images.”
Beyond Pigeonhole’s impressive brick and mortar stores, the retailer has
a knack for setting up pop ups at breakneck speed, particularly around
seasonal shopping dates. Johann explains, “We rely heavily upon a nimble
pop-up model alongside our permanent locations which are open all year
round. For Christmas, we pop up in high-traffic locations across the country,
sometimes opening up to six stores in the space of a few weeks.”
“Opening pop ups last minute and hiring teams in a matter of days has its
challenges. However, it also presents wonderful rewards and opportunities,”
he adds, explaining, “we’ve had the chance to try out locations we never
dreamed we would be able to afford and reached new customers we could
never have accessed otherwise.”
Whatever it is, Johann is doing something right, Vend data shows that over
the past 18 months its customer base has grown by a whopping 141 per cent.
As far as plans for the future, there’s no stopping this soaring bird: “The next
thing on my list is global expansion through exhibiting at international trade
shows,” says Johann.
14
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Beechworth Honey

AWARD-WINNING EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE
FOUNDED: 1999
LOCATED: Victoria, two stores
RETAILER: Jodie & Steven Goldsworthy, co-founders

Have you heard? Bees are very important and they’re disappearing at an alarming rate. That
fact is not lost on Jodie Goldsworthy, co-founder of Beechworth Honey. Jodie hails from four
generations of beekeepers and has adopted a new approach to the industry that is getting
people’s attention. She and her husband Steven bought their first hives in 1992 and put their
company label on a jar soon after.
Since then, Beechworth Honey has upheld its mission to educate people on the importance
of bees for future food security and the role they play in Australian fruit, vegetable and
nut production.
They showcase honey’s versatile capabilities at their retail locations. Stocking the nation’s
largest honey collection, comprising around 50 Australian honey varieties, alongside unique
beauty products and sweet treats such as honey ice cream and confectionery. Jodie explains:
“Many people don’t realise how diverse Australian honey can be as they have never seen such
a broad collection.”
Beechworth Honey is located in the Block Arcade, Melbourne, and has its concept store proudly
placed in its home town of Beechworth. Both stores provide a one-of-a-kind retail experience.
The Beechworth store features a live beehive so that customers can view the bees up close.
There are also plenty of product tastings and a free ‘honey tour’. “We take our customers on a
journey from hives to home, offering complete transparency in the production process.”
“It was clear to us from the start that we deeply understood the connection between local honey
production and Australia’s delicate ecosystem, so for us it’s not just about putting honey in a
jar and selling it – it’s about taking on that education role, and we opened our brick and mortar
stores with that in mind,” Jodie says.
Their efforts don’t stop with customers. The store in Beechworth hosts at least four school groups
a week proving their devotion to “educating young people, families and anyone who will listen.”
Vend has helped Beechworth Honey build its Honey Club membership through its retail stores,
supplementing ten years of building a strong communication tool directly to consumers. Jodie
explains, “Our Honey Club membership offers customers a closer look at our family, where our
hives are and where their favourite varietals come from.”
Education and sustainability are the core values of Beechworth Honey. “We are constantly
taking steps to minimise waste across all aspects of our business,” explains Jodie. Beechworth
Honey only stocks 100per cent Australian honey, being strong supporters of Australian
beekeepers. It is converting its business operations to solar power, and they have never offered

“For us it’s not
just about
putting honey
in a jar and
selling it – it’s
about taking on
that education
role.”
JODIE GOLDSWORTHY,
CO-FOUNDER

plastic bags.
When asked what her advice to other retailers was, she said: “Be passionate about what you’re
offering and dig deep to understand your product and why people should buy it.”
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Sacred Pet Boutique
POP-UP PET CARE

FOUNDED: 2011
LOCATED: Queensland, one store
RETAILER: Helen Vernon & Dean Radley, founders
Australians don’t take pet ownership lightly – they’re adventurous people who don’t like leaving their
furry companions behind.
After spending a decade in Europe, Helen and Dean noticed there was a “staggering amount of
innovative pet products” unavailable in Australia. Such was the inspiration behind the launch of their
Queensland based roaming van, Sacred Pet Boutique.
Since its inception, Sacred Pet Boutique has provided some of the country’s most hands-on, passionate
pet owners with the best pet gear and accessories. “The Australian way of life means owners are more
likely to take their pets to work and on holiday with them, sometimes requiring specialist gear, so we’re
filling that niche,” Helen says.
Dean adds, “We sell a variety of unique brands, including Ruffwear, which creates outdoor gear for dogs.
Grip Trex boots for working dogs to protect their paws from hot concrete or tarmac is one of our best
sellers, as well as durable ‘Doggles’ and ‘Rex Specs’ that protect canine eyes from UV rays, wind, dust

“Dream big, but be realistic at the same time…”

and debris.” So, no matter the adventure, Sacred Pet Boutique has its customers (and their pets) covered.
Along with filling a gap in the market, Helen and Dean strive to deliver the best customer service in the

HELEN VERNON & DEAN RADLEY, FOUNDERS

pet care industry. That’s why they offer personalised customer support with every sale.

How do they do that? The answer is easy – they talk to pet owners about their furry friends. “We
love chatting away and hearing about people’s pets, and they love telling us about them,” Dean
explains, “that’s how we develop good relationships and encourage repeat customers.”
Unlike most retailers, Helen and Dean don’t wait around for the customers to come to them, they
reach new audiences by popping up at relevant locations in and around Brisbane, including Redcliffe
Jetty Markets and The Pet Expo. Vend’s cloud-based POS software makes it easy for them to take
their business on the road.
“We love taking our unique offering to new places and meeting new people, which often converts
into online sales or customers visiting our brick and mortar store,” Helen explains.
Sacred Pet Boutique has undoubtedly grown impressively over the past eight years. Since its humble
beginnings as a roaming van, the retailer now has a booming ecommerce site with a whole host of
loyal customers both online and offline.
Unafraid to take their business to the next level, the pair have another interesting prospect on
the horizon.
“Our next exciting milestone will be a purpose-built showroom and warehouse facility for smoother
operation, leaving us even more time to spend with our own pets!”
Helen and Dean’s advice to new business owners is to “dream big, but be realistic at the same
time…” The pair have definitely heeded their own advice, by combining their passion for animals and
customer service, while filling a much needed gap in the market.
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Status Anxiety

ANTI-BRAND MINIMALISM
FOUNDED: 2004
LOCATED: Sydney, two stores
RETAILER: Will Sked, founder & Managing Director
Will Sked, founder of Status Anxiety, may have wallet design in his genes: “My grandad, from Scotland,
used to sew leather wallets as a side hobby and sell them to neighbours and friends,” he explains.
In fact, Status Anxiety started off with a single design that was inspired by the wallets his grandfather
made 70 years ago.
Despite his family history of wallet making, Will didn’t get off to an easy start. During the early days, he
walked his first collection around to unsuspecting boutiques all over Sydney.
Fast forward 15 years, the Sydney born retailer now sells its minimalist accessories to over 600 stores
across 12 countries.
Will explains, “We’re proud that every Status Anxiety piece is handcrafted in ethically sourced,
predominantly Italian and Brazilian leather.” Adding, “There’s leather, and then, there’s leather. Our
tanneries develop ours just for us, just the way we like it.”

“We’re happy sticking to the combination of factors that are unique in the
market: quality construction using premium leather, a minimal design aesthetic,
edgy brand voice, and a price point that won’t make your eyes water.”
WILL SKED, FOUNDER

Despite its success, the label remains detached from ‘big brand’ endeavours.
“We’re not worried about big competitors and marketing, we’re about calling
out the fact that we’re the small guy, we’re ok with that.”
So, when it comes to his retail approach, Will likes to keep it simple. “When I
think about what it is that makes us successful,” he explains, “it’s undoubtedly
the product. We’d like to think we offer very well-constructed pieces in
premium leather that won’t cost the earth.”
Just because Status Anxiety steers away from charging a brand premium,
it doesn’t mean they don’t have a distinct voice. The label is known for
its unique, edgy tone. “We don’t mind being a little random, you’ll see
that around our stores, in our product descriptions and imagery that is
unmistakably us. We put a big emphasis on our voice while maintaining a
relatable sense of humour which engages our young customer base.”
It seems their approach is working; Vend data reveals that from July to
August last year, the retailer almost tripled its sales (178 per cent) in its
Newtown and Paddington stores when its new collection launched.
When asked about Status Anxiety’s secret to success, Will concludes: “We’re
happy sticking to the combination of factors that are unique in the market:
quality construction using premium leather, a minimal design aesthetic, edgy
brand voice, and a price point that won’t make your eyes water.”
20
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Creating remarkable
retail life
Vend’s point of sale software makes it easy to manage every part of
your retail business, helping you to be more profitable and freeing up
time to spend on what you love.
With powerful tools that are simple to use, Vend gives you a fast and
efficient checkout, helps you easily manage stock, and lets you check
your store’s performance from anywhere, any time.
Plus Vend lets you connect with the world’s best integrations for
payments, ecommerce, accounting and more, so you can manage your
entire operation from one place.
Vend is used in more than 25,000 stores in over 140 countries and has
five global offices with over 300 staff. Vend data reveals Australian
retailers sold $2.44 billion worth of goods between July 2018 and
July 2019.
vendhq.com
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